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About This Game

Welcome to the Moon Colonization Project, a game about a space mission - to colonizate the Moon!
6 heroes from USSR volunteered to live on the Moon, explore it and settle it!

Explore the Moon, try to survive and save everybody of your crew!
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->Build mechanismes and a lot of machines
->Explore Moon

->Contact with Earth
->Survive and save your crew

->Enjoy sandbox

Steam features:
->Trading cards
->Achievements

->Emoticons
->Backgrounds

Developer: Belarus Games
General developer: Stas Golub

Publisher: BadDoge
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Title: Moon Colonization Project
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Belarus Games
Publisher:
BadDoge
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Intel core i3 or any

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics, nVidia GeForce, AMD Radeon or any

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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I can't understand anything thats happening. My first astronaut didn't die until he had -33 oxygen. I spent all of my space money
on random loot drops and instantly got every item in the game plus multiple copies. I even got items tittled "unnamed Item".

The WORST MOST HORRIBLE PART is how slow the camera movements are. That alone makes this game unplayable. Not
to mention It seems as though some buildings require resources, but dont say it. Sometimes you won't be able to build anything
and you'll have to drop your blue prints, then pick them back up, then not be able to build them again.

If insanity was game, then this would be that game. WHY?!?! WHY!?!?! WHY!!!!!!!!!. Not sure why all the hate.. the game has
some potentials... & is still under early access stage...
The achievements are easy.. shouldn't take you 5 minutes to get them..
The storyline seems to be interesting...
The soundtrack of the game fits the gameplay... somewhat atmospheric...
Not a bad game at all .. 7/10. First off, THIS SHOULDNT BE HERE! i get that it is in early access but this game feels like its
in pre-alpha there is near nothing you can do, there is little to no explination on how to play the game.

Okay so i love the idea of this, and i hope to see this game get completed or at least advance to a point where you can actually
effing play it. The music fits with being on the moon but it too short of a loop and quickly get irritating. The graphics are simple
but feel very amaturish ( not that i care)

Just for the love of god have your game at a reasonable point before putting it up on steam. We are not your personal alpha
testers we have to pay for this and would like to expect at least a playable game

I cant reccomend it currently, but if the game get updated to be properly playable not blindly walking around untill you die then
i might be able to reccomend it. I got this in a giveaway.

It's a simple little 2D space survival game. It seems like it would be an interesting little game, but unfortunately it glitches out so
often that I can never manage any progress.

In it's current state, I can't recommend it. I'll probably try it again after a few updates and update my review if anything
changes.. Worst game ever.. You know your game is bad when most of your options don't work.

Edit:
It looks like the devs are downrating all the negitive reviews.. Atrocious waste of time. There is no gameplay, English level is
none existent, even basic grammar like using capital letters in Menu is none existent. This game was made bz autistic child in
Game Maker or serious psychopath who thinks that he can make games. DO. NOT. BUY. EVER.. Awful instructions and little
to no play value. Great for an easy perfect achievement score if that's what you're looking to do.
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Game never updated. Game broken. What more could you want. Avoid it like the plague.. When I open the game I get a prompt
with "In your computer doesn't installed font, to play MCP more comfortable."

"Please intall it from game directory[...]"

I already have the impression that this game won't be good,atleast not in the aspect of grammar..

The developer clearly needs someone to translate the ingame text properly.

Okay so what kind of gameplay did I get? : Slowly landing on the moon and to the right of the landing craft thing there is a
supply box with a tiny Russian flag on it,it contains healthpack and some food and some blueprint thing so I can build a base and
I right clicked and I dropped it and I picked it up and now I got an option to build a solar panel so I clearly skipped the base part
and so far 1 bug.

Then I press "Next Day" and next day and next day I'm starving now Game Over
woooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 10/10 - ign

Then I press new game,and it says game over.. the developer clearly did not reset the variables from last time,LIKE DID YOU
EVEN TEST UR FRECKING GAEM PLS GABEN HELP ME HARAMBO. They make just about every error in the English
language that is possible to make. Mostly phonetic errors that a non-native speaker would make; like saying "want" but spelling
out "wont". And then there's the absolutely atrocious grammar. Read through the tutorial, then unisntalled the game to be rid of
the abomination.. I got the game because it was cheap and it sounded right.
But it is terrible indeed. Bad language, broken grammar and typos.
Not only the interface is broken, the game itself is covered in bugs: clicking is useless, buildings disappear, gui won't show.
The graphics are cute, the music is... there.
there is no progress, nothing catchy. Worst part is the characters: They move way too slow and only one at a time, it ruins the
"gameplay".
Good for achievement hunters.
1/10. So... I tested the game out, writing notes about the Pros And Cons of the game..

So let's start with the Pros:

- Simple Menu Layout

- Nice background Music

- Good Graphics

- Has a tutorial

- Simple controls

- Gave me a Portal Gun.. Best game of the Year...

And now The Cons...

- Told me to Install a custom font...

- English isn't the best

- Cannot Change controls

- I Found Myself Doing Nothing...
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- Its... Empty...

- Space econmy system... How does that even apply...

- I sold resources that I didn't have

- Building anything is just... boring...

- No Sense of achievement.

- Basically, BORING!

So with the Pros and Cons said, these are the stats to Summarize the Game:

- Story = 3\/10

- Graphics = 5\/10

- Cinematics = 2\/10 (Only landing cinematic)

- Music = 4\/10

- Content = 4\/10

- Controls = 6\/10

- Gameplay = 4\/10

- Price - 6\/10

All out of 80 = 34\/80. Summarize = 4\/10

So to anyone who intends on buying it, don't, unless you want to spend $1.98 on a game that has nothing, boring and bland, it
might be worth getting it if it becomes a full game, but for now, it's not worth the money, so overall, this is a Bad Game...

Here is the Review Video = https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=b4c7BvYmnyU. This game plays like someone's CS project
that's been translated from Russian to English by machine.
The only redeeming feature is that the achievements are easy to get.
The other reviews cover why this "game" is bad. But really, go spend your time and money elsewhere.

Why do I have so much play time? I left it open to idle for the cards while i slept and went to work.. Pretty much unplayable, do
not buy.. I got the game working, i haven't a clue if anything is buggy or working fine.. Everything's wrong in this game, it just
♥♥♥♥ing sucks.. Pretty average game i should say
You could improve these features
- faster NPC movement
- faster side scrolling
i really liked this game, even though i got it for free, but i enjoy it
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